special adviser for governance and strategic planning, has resumed her tenured position as a profes-
sor of public policy at SIPA and in the Department of Political Science. Fuchs, who taught at Columbia and Barnard for 20 years before going on leave, is excited to strengthen the University’s ties with the City of New York by adding new course offerings on urban politics and policy and by holding workshops for New York City government officials.

Law

www.law.columbia.edu/

Jan. 19 that he has recruited law school professor JAMES L. LIEBMAN to head the school’s new Center for Urban Policy and the Law. Liefman and Klein have known each other since the latter’s tenure with the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, when they were proposing select of a school deseg- regation case and on the same side of a capital case. Liebman will take a two-year leave of absence to assume his new role, which he will fill part-time at the law school. ‘We are proud to share Professor Liebman’s energy and creativity with the children of New York City’s schools,’ said law school dean DAVID SCHIZER. ‘He epitomizes the ambition of Columbia Law School to tackle our hardest problems, and to develop concrete solutions.

Social Work

www.columbia.edu/cu/snw/

On Jan. 20, CUSSW welcomed three visiting social work professionals from Central Asia as part of its Network Scholarship Program. NIJAT MAMMAL-Do, a visiting scholar from Kazakhstan and RENAT ORZOVA from Kyrgyzstan. The program, which is funded by the Open Society Institute, is designed to immerse visiting scholars in social work theory and practice while preparing them to play leading roles in establishing the social work profession in their countries. ‘This program provides outstanding junior faculty with the opportunity to expand their knowledge and specialize in an unfamiliar area of interest,’ said CUSSW dean JEANETTE TAKA- MURA. ‘At the same time, the social work school will be enriched by the cultural perspectives and experiences these three professors bring to our intellectual life.’
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loved window displays. ‘Kalman Rutterstein’s story is one of the rags-to-riches American success stories, and his career is a testament to the power of hard work and innovation while preparing them to play leading roles in establishing the social work profession in their countries. ‘This program provides outstanding junior faculty with the opportunity to expand their knowledge and specialize in an unfamiliar area of interest,’ said CUSSW dean JEANETTE TAKA- MURA. ‘At the same time, the social work school will be enriched by the cultural perspectives and experiences these three professors bring to our intellectual life.’

New York Times reporter DAVID E. ROSENBAUM

David E. Rosenbaum, who received his master’s in journalism from Columbia in 1965, died on Jan. 8 from wounds sustained when he was struck in the head by a brick and instruction while preparing them to play leading roles in establishing the social work profession in their countries. ‘This program provides outstanding junior faculty with the opportunity to expand their knowledge and specialize in an unfamiliar area of interest,’ said CUSSW dean JEANETTE TAKA- MURA. ‘At the same time, the social work school will be enriched by the cultural perspectives and experiences these three professors bring to our intellectual life.’

World-renowned geophysicist William F. Haxby

William F. Haxby, an earth scientist at Columbia University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory and the first to pro-
duce detailed images of the world’s seafloor, died suddenly at his home in Westwood, New Jersey, on Wednesday, Jan. 4. He was 56.

Haxby used computers to convert millions of arcane satellite observations into quantitative grids and then exqui-
sities into an image.

Haxby’s signal achievement was the first global “gravity field” map of the world’s ocean floor, created in 1983 using measurements collected five years ear-
lier by a satellite carrying a special designed instrument that could create images. Haxby’s map laid bare for the first time a stunning three-
dimensional picture of the Earth’s hid-
den seacape, with its now-familiar mid-ocean ridges, deep-sea trenches, underwater volcanoes and submarine canyons.

‘Bill figured out how to map the ocean floor, a problem that had taken decades to complete with ships,’ said Jeff Weissol, a Lamont-Doherty senior schol-
ar who worked with Haxby on the first maps.

He also peeled back the surface of the ocean for us,’ said another Lamont- Doherty colleague, Robin Bell. ‘His maps launched countless experiments and formed the framework for studies of the ocean floor for two decades. The images he produced also appear on the covers of textbooks and classroom walls around the globe and will undoubtedly continue to inspire students for years to come.’

Some of Haxby’s most recent work, in collaboration with Hephzibah Phlum of Barnard College, was a set of animations depicting how old, thick sea ice periodically builds up in the sea and explores the ocean’s depths and explore the world it first revealed.

Engineering Force RALPH J. SCHWARZ

Ralph J. Schwarz, whose 60-plus year affiliation with Columbia University included nearly two decades as vice dean at what is now the Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS), died on Jan. 2 at the age of 85. Among his many achievements, he is credited with creating a distance-learning program that became the model for today’s highly successful Columbia Video Network.

CVN executive director Grace Chung concurred. ‘CVN wouldn’t exist without Ralph Schwarz’s driving force to install a distance learning program at our school,’ she said. ‘We are thriv-
ing today because of his innovative thinking.’

Schwarz, who received three degrees in electrical engineering from Columbia, taught numerous courses such as electronics, system theory, com-
munication theory and applied mathe-
matics. His research interests included system theory, the filtering and predic-
tion of signals and pattern recognition. In 1976, he was appointed the Thayer Lindsley Professor of Electrical Engineering.

Among his numerous awards, he was elected a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for his contributions to electrical engineering education and to system theory, and was chosen for the Great Teacher Award by the Society of Columbia Graduates.

The citation for the latter read in part: ‘Your wise counsel, your instinc-
tive patience and your ability to strike the spark that lights the flame of the learn-
er’s lamp have earned the deep regard of students and the admiration of col-
legues.’

New York Times reporter DAVID E. ROSENBAUM
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